The impacts of supervision, patient mix, and numbers of students on the effectiveness of clinical rotations.
This study investigated whether supervision, patient mix, and numbers of students influence the effectiveness of clinical rotations. The authors administered a questionnaire to 1,208 medical students in 1999 to evaluate the rotations' quality. They computed four variables--overall effectiveness, supervision, patient mix, and number of students contemporaneously involved--and analyzed the data using analysis of variance. Supervision and patient mix positively influenced a rotation's effectiveness. A higher level of supervision and a higher level of patient mix led to higher overall effectiveness scores. The number of students did not significantly influence the effectiveness score, although a low number led to a higher score as compared with a high number. Furthermore, the two-way interaction between supervision and patient mix was significant. Supervision more strongly influenced the rotation's effectiveness when patient mix was limited than when it was high. Also, when the patient mix was limited and supervision was high, the average effectiveness score was still 7.7 (scale 1-10). The effectiveness of clinical rotations depends on the supervision provided and patient mix, but not the number of students. Furthermore, supervision more strongly influences effectiveness when patient mix is limited than when it is high. Finally, high-quality supervision guarantees at least a sufficient score for the rotation's effectiveness, irrespective of the level of patient mix.